DIRECTIONS FOR CHANGING THE V-LINES TO RESERVE CONNECTION STRAP EASINESS AND EASINESS 2

What you need:

- New connection strap (black)
- Spanner for opening the Maillon Rapide
- Packing lines for closing the reserve compartment or front container

Time required: about 15 minutes

Which connection strap is involved?
1) Take the reserve from its container and open the V-connection channel on the harness
Carefully pull the reserve out of its compartment or the front container. Then open the V-connection channel on the right hand side of your EASINESS or EASINESS 2 reversible harness.

If you use a front container this must also be taken off your harness and the connection strap freed from the two small Velcros.

2) Detach the reserve from the connection line
Open the Maillon Rapide (big quicklink), or uncouple the connection strap to bridle looping (if you do not use a Maillon Rapide) – and separate the reserve bridle from the connection strap.
3) Disconnect the single connection strap from the harness V-connection loops
Now unloop the upper end of the old (red) connection strap from the two V-line loops (V-connection which runs to the shoulder straps).
Note: First loosen the small securing devices which hold the loops in place (elastic tapes, Velcro clamp etc).

4) Loop the new connection strap with the V-connection loops
Take the new black connection line and loop it with the two V-connections (which run to the shoulder straps). Proceed as shown.
First take the loop with the black tag, and loop it over both ends of the V-connection.
Now fix the small Velcro clamp in place to secure the loop connection.
5) Put the assembled harness/reserve connection system in the side channel, and close it
Run the connection strap up the channel on the right hand side of your EASINESS/EASINESS 2, making sure that this red and black combination runs cleanly. Finally close the V-connection channel.

6) Connecting the harness connection system with the reserve
Connect the other end of your new black strap with the reserve bridle, using a Maillon Rapide or loop-in-loop connection. Fix the positions of the straps on a Maillon Rapide with O rings or Neoprene tape device: this is to prevent the fabric straps slipping round the Maillon (quicklink) and side loading it during a reserve deployment.

7) Reinstall your reserve in your EASINESS/EASINESS 2
as described in the second PDF or the manual.